Mastering

Sustainable Abundance

Three Two-Day Retreats in 2019
March 7-8 | June 6-7 | September 12-13
Concord, MA

Enough already!
It is time for a world that works for all.
Join our certification training.
Be part of a growing movement and our latest thought leadership on
creating a sustainable and sustaining, prosperous and abundant world.

Course of Study: Step 3
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COURSE OF STUDY: STEP 3

Mastering Sustainable Abundance
If you:
Are committed to a world where everyone matters and know we must re-invent our
organizations, communities and nations;
Are no longer interested in perpetuating the myths that more is better, there is something
wrong and that you are not enough;
Are willing to dive deep into systems and unpack our collective narrative, and address
our communal wounds;
Want to support others in this journey toward world-wide sustainable abundance by
becoming a SUSTABU coach, sufficiency call mentor and /or community call leader.

Come Join Us
We will ensure that you:
• Engage and deepen inside our latest thinking and travel with us on a learning journey from
exquisite sufficiency to sustainable abundance;
• Gain facility to move through the 7 steps of distinguishing context, declaring the context for your
life, letting go and being complete, being able to powerfully create and innovate in all areas of
your life, live inside practice as a way of life, participate in your community and have the capacity
to re-create continuously;
• Are capable of supporting others within each element of the steps:
» You can distinguish context in a way that is clear and understandable to others;
» You can support people to get clear on their process of letting go and support
while they engage;
» You can support creation and others are creating powerfully in your presence
and through your stand for them.
• Gain an understanding the systemic context of capitalism, consumerism, addiction and oppression;
• You come away with a regular practice of centering, mindfulness, letting go and being complete;
• Integrate the SUSTABU work into your life and work.
And we invite you to:
• Let go of personal wounds from living in the context of capitalism, consumerism, addiction and
oppression in a safe community;
• Commit to a centering and mindfulness practice and be able to offer simple beginning instruction
to your students;
• Assuming you achieve certification, have the opportunity to be a SUSTABU coach, sufficiency call
mentor and/or community call leader at Seven Stones.
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COURSE OF STUDY: STEP 3

Mastering Sustainable Abundance
Pre-requisites

When

Completion of Step 2: Cultivating Sustainable
Abundance

Three two-day retreats:
March 7-8, June 6-7 and Sept 12-13, 2019
Each day runs 9:30am – 5:00pm

Price
Tuition will follow the Seven Stones pricing
model where you will choose to pay:
Honoring $2,250.00
Valuing $2,995.00
Investment $4,495.00
Scholarships are available upon request.

The Facilitators

Where
Seven Stones Offices
9 Damon Mill Square, Suite 2H
Concord, MA 01742

To Register or Learn More
978.314.0718 or
info@sevenstonesleadership.com

Jen Cohen and Gina LaRoche, co-founders of
Seven Stones Leadership

Sustainable Abundance
is our birthright. Now is
our time to reclaim it.

Art by Gina LaRoche
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